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At LegalShield, we’ve been offering legal plans to our members for 40 years, creating a world where
everyone can access legal protection—and everyone can afford it. Unexpected legal questions arise
every day and with LegalShield on your side, you’ll have access to a top-quality law ﬁrm 24/7, for covered
situations. From real estate to divorce advice, speeding tickets to will preparation, and beyond, we’re
here to help you with any legal matter—no matter how traumatic or how trivial it may seem. Because our
dedicated law ﬁrms are prepaid, their sole focus is on serving you, rather than billing you.

Our Promise to You
As one of the ﬁrst companies in the United States to provide legal expense plans to consumers, we now
provide legal services to over 1.4 million families across the U.S. and Canada—representing approximately
4 million people. And with over 700 employees dedicated to serving you, our promise remains the same:
to provide outstanding legal coverage by quality law ﬁrms at an affordable price.

Why LegalShield
For less than $20 a month, LegalShield gives you the ability to talk to an attorney on any matter without
worrying about high hourly costs. That’s why, under the protection of LegalShield, you and your family
can live your lives worry free.
Some of the services you will receive include the following:
đ Unlimited personal or business advice

đ Trial defense hours*

đ Letters and phone calls on your behalf

đ Video law library

đ Legal document review

đ Forms service center

Even better, you don’t have to worry about ﬁguring out which attorney to use—we’ll do that for you.
Our experienced attorneys focus speciﬁcally on our members and provide 24/7 access for emergencies.

For more information, visit:
www.legalshield.com/info/comprehensiveplan

* Trial defense hours are provided at a reduced
rate in New York and Washington.
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đƫUncontested Adoption
Representation

đƫAffidavits

đƫAlimony

đƫCivil Damage Claims Defense

đƫChild Custody

đƫConsumer Credit

đƫChild Support

đƫConsumer Protection

đƫChild Visitation Rights

đƫContracts/Financial Disputes

đƫConservatorship

đƫDebt Collection

đƫƫDomestic Violence Protection
đƫGuardianship

đƫƫDurable/Financial Power of
Attorney

đƫInsanity/Inﬁrmity

đƫEstate Administration/Closing

đƫJuvenile Court Proceedings

đƫInheritance Rights Protection

đƫƫUncontested Name Change
Assistance

đƫInstallment Sale Contracts

đƫParental Responsibilities

đƫIRS Collection Defense

đƫPrenuptial Agreements

đƫLease Contracts

đƫSchool Administrative Hearing

đƫMedical Disputes

đƫƫUncontested Divorce
Representation

đƫMedicare Disputes

đƫƫUncontested Separation
Representation

đƫPromissory Notes

đƫBankruptcy

đƫPersonal Property Disputes

đƫVeterans Beneﬁts Disputes
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đƫDrivers License Revocation
đƫDrivers License Suspension
đƫMinor Traffic Ticket
đƫƫMotor Vehicular Homicide
Defense

đƫBuilding Code Disputes
đƫContractor Disputes
đƫEvictions
đƫForeclosure
đƫPrimary Residence Reﬁnancing

đƫƫƫCodicils
đƫHealth Care Power of Attorney
đƫIrrevocable Trust
đƫLiving Will
đƫRevocable Trust
đƫStandard/Complex Wills

đƫPurchase/Sale of House
đƫƫReal Estate Contracts/Financial
Disputes
đƫSecondary Residence Coverage
đƫSecurity Deposits
đƫSmalls Claims Assistance
đƫZoning Variances
đƫƫMortgage Documentation
Preparation
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www.legalshield.com/info/comprehensiveplan.
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challenged children living
at home
Legal services may vary by state••
These services are not applicable
in legal situations involving your
employment or employer.

25% off additional legal services
If you are in need of additional legal
services, you may continue to use
your provider law ﬁrm for legal
situations that extend beyond plan
coverage. The additional services
are 25% off the law ﬁrm’s standard
hourly rates. Your provider law ﬁrm
will let you know when the 25%
discount applies and will go over
these fees with you.

đƫDeeds

đƫNeighbor Disputes/Easements
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đƫIRS Audit Protection

đƫSocial Security Disputes

đƫDrivers License Restoration
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Please note: Class actions,
interventions, or amicus curiae
ﬁlings in which you are a party or
potential party are not covered by
the LegalShield membership.
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